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(Employee) Well-being is 
now front and center as a 
business imperative for 

leading, high-performance 
companies.* 

*Deloitte Insights  

In business, we’re taught to lean towards action, to
be change makers. And when in need, we bring in
change managers to guide the transformation of
companies. But in 2016, when we received a request
for a version of our business change management
process for individuals, we went back to the drawing
board. The Crush, was the result.

Today, we’re all facing unexpected change. flexible
and easily configured method delivered through
workshops, where attendees learn personal change
management skills in easy, fast and immediately
actionable ways.

OUTCOMES

o SHIFT | perspective influencing negative
attitudes. employees gain techniques to review
relationship to self and reduce anxiety

o CLEAR | actionable plans help employees
holistically gain confidence in their purpose

o REFRESH | employee performance through
reusable techniques to reduce analysis paralysis

o HARMONIZE | personal and professional
commitments more effectively

o UNLEASH | potential with actionable tools to
increase emotional and mental well-being.
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WORKFORCE INNOVATION 
LEADERS & TEAMS

I've done a number of training/coaching 
sessions…  I think the magic of the Crush 
is in its concision and usability. It is great 

material packed neatly into a defined, 
short period.

But it doesn't feel overwhelming. It feels 
neat, comprehensible and practical....

Marc, C-Suite Legal Executive

I have participated and been trained in an 
extensive variety of coaching and 

leadership training. 

I’ve never experienced anything like the 
Crush. I think it’s a powerful way to get 

you out of your own way and doing what 
you want to do.

Jennifer, Global Executive Leadership Coach

“The Crush helped me to improve my 
focus and commitment at work - so I 

sponsored my direct reports to go 
through the program. They’ve gone from 

internally combative to collaborative.

“Crushing It” is now part of our everyday 
language. 

Emily, Media Network Executive

Crush.



The Crush is based on an innovative Rapid Resettm Methodology informed by neuroscience, human development
and management best practices. It is specifically designed as an accessible gateway to any employee wellness
program, especially helpful to teams in high transition, change or high-performance environments.

Participants are given tools they can use on an ongoing basis to reduce mental blocks and make better critical
decisions with less anxiety. Individual exit with clearer priorities and goals often resulting in better teamwork. This
methodology has been shown to be effective with a diversity leader backgrounds (e.g. gender, generation, culture,
function, level, experience, industry).

PROGRAM INCLUDES
o Certified Facilitator (Navigator)

o Online or In-Person Micro-Workshop

o Workbooks | Digital or Printed

o Can be configured with custom
branding and for company culture,
demographics, industry, and
business initiatives.

o In-Person Only Option
o Food & Refreshments
o Printed Books and Materials

PROGRAMS TIME STANDARD FEE Detail

75 minutes $2,500 up to 50 attendees .

Optional Programs call for a quote Crush is based on a modular 
system and can be modified
to support business needs

The Crush    
Customized

1x fee for each       
whitelabel version 
up to 3 revisions

$3000 Flat 

Content & Narrative 
Customization includes 
consultant time, customized 
workbook content 

Crush. | Team        
Crush. | Leader       

Crush. | Mastery Talk

Anxiety & Depression 
In the Workplace

Costs an estimated $51B 
in absenteeism from work 

and lost productivity. *

*2018 Mental Health America

Service Rates

AVAILABLE Sept 30.
o Branded email Gift Cards

for Crush subscription
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Crush.| What’s Next?



ABOUT

What is it?
The Crush is a systematic method to build your
personal skills and confidence when facing change
and transition in life. It focuses on simple, fast and
easily actionable ways to reduce mental and
emotional blocks.

How does it work?
Crush Program takes the form of a live online
workshop, guided by a facilitator (we call a Navigator)
trained in our methodology. Each workshop
combines a series of simple, timed, mini-writing
sprints, into a “Playbook”.

Everything you do is private, there is no sharing or
questions asked, and all activity is a mix of brain and
behavioral related information, followed by rapid
practice.

Participants exit with an organized and written map
of What’s Next, including, when, and how to activate
more of what you want in life - in small, micro actions.
.
Who is it for?
It has been shown to be effective with a broad
diversity of backgrounds (e.g. level, role,
responsibility, gender, generation, culture, experience,
industry, etc.),

Why is it different?
Our Rapid Reset Methodology is a systematic blend
of neuroscience, human development and
management best practices, that can be tuned to
address a broad variety of life topics. It’s designed to
be complementary to existing mental and emotional
wellness programs.

CRUSH | THEMES
The basic Crush is focused on resilience skill
building. Below are other themes available.

o Unexpected Change | Focus on reducing 
worry or stress points into short-term (3 
weeks to 3 months)

o Retention or Post-RIF | Focus on mapping a 
12 month, Quarter by Quarter plan

o Leader Growth | Longer term visioning for 
more seasoned leaders. 10-year to 6-month 
plan.

o Mastery Talk | Mix of Discussion, and a 
small intro to the Crush skills for Change.

CRUSH | CORPORATE PROGRAMS

o All programs can Configured to work with
exiting initiatives or programs.

o Because the Crush is optimized for each
individual to focus on personal and private
discovery, it is a perfect experience to offer a
broad diversity of individuals.

o Specific insights are not shared within the
workshop, however, the common framework
used in the Crush, enables a powerful
management tool to increase team
collaboration and connection.
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